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Abstract As a recent trend, various computational intelli-
gence and machine learning approaches have been used for
mining inferences hidden in the large clinical databases to
assist the clinician in strategic decision making. In any target
data the irrelevant information may be detrimental, causing
confusion for the mining algorithm and degrades the predic-
tion outcome. To address this issue, this study attempts to
identify an intelligent approach to assist disease diagnostic
procedure using an optimal set of attributes instead of all at-
tributes present in the clinical data set. In this proposed
Application Specific Intelligent Computing (ASIC) decision
support system, a rough set based genetic algorithm is
employed in pre-processing phase and a back propagation
neural network is applied in training and testing phase.
ASIC has two phases, the first phase handles outliers, noisy
data, and missing values to obtain a qualitative target data to
generate appropriate attribute reduct sets from the input data
using rough computing based genetic algorithm centred on a
relative fitness functionmeasure. The succeeding phase of this
system involves both training and testing of back propagation
neural network classifier on the selected reducts. The model
performance is evaluated with widely adopted existing classi-
fiers. The proposed ASIC system for clinical decision support
has been tested with breast cancer, fertility diagnosis and heart
disease data set from the University of California at Irvine
(UCI) machine learning repository. The proposed system
outperformed the existing approaches attaining the accuracy

rate of 95.33%, 97.61%, and 93.04% for breast cancer, fertility
issue and heart disease diagnosis.
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Introduction

Disease prediction involves relatively lively, multifaceted, re-
al-time, and unexpected characteristics. Recently the demand
for data-driven predictive approaches to improve the forecast-
ing accuracy has heightened to facilitate interactive, user-
friendly tools. The majority of work reported for medical di-
agnosis problems has been done with an expert consultant or
physician. Therefore a more attention is required towards de-
veloping a soft computing approach for decision support in
disease diagnosis from the clinical data set. Information in
clinical databases surpassed the human competencies to dis-
tinguish and identify the hidden knowledge. This current chal-
lenge has raised a demand for new computational intelligence
approaches. It has witnessed that existing data mining tech-
niques often did not match the current requirements.
Therefore, this investigation has examined the feasibility of
using rough set computing coupled with an evolutionary com-
puting approach to fill the existing gap. The outcome or the
decision, especially disease diagnosis, is strongly dependent
on several chaotic factors. It is important to take all significant
factors into consideration for disease diagnosis. The predic-
tion may change considerably with very small changes in the
input parameters. Also in much clinical data set or patient
records, the data quality is often not very good. The primary
focus of this research is to investigate the existing methods
and to develop a reliable intelligent system incorporating
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rough set, evolutionary computing, and neural network enti-
tled as application specific intelligent computing systems in
clinical decision support.

This article is organized as follows. BBackground and
Related works section^, outlines the background of rough
computing, neural networks and related works on diseases
diagnostic systems based on computational intelligence ap-
proaches. The methodology and the clinical dataset used for
this study are presented in BRelated works, Materials and
methods and Data set description section^. Next, in the
BASIC system framework section^, the proposed computa-
tional intelligence based medical diagnostic process is de-
scribed. Finally, the complete structure of ASIC and the ex-
perimental results on medical data sets for the diagnosis of
breast cancer, semen quality analysis (fertility diagnosis) and
heart disease is reported in BResults and discussions section^.

Background

Rough computing approach as introduced by Pawlak is a
mathematical model that deals with imperfect knowledge.
It requires no prior knowledge of the target data set.
Indiscernible relation is the basis of the rough set theory
and according to that every object in the universal-set and
objects characterized by same values are indiscernible
and objects with different values are discernible [1].
Rough set approaches widely applied in the field of in-
telligent data analysis. It is especially suitable for parallel
processing, finding minimal data sets, and supplying
practical techniques to find hidden knowledge in the da-
tabase. Rough computing is used for producing decision
rule set of information, and the results obtained can be
interpreted clearly. [2] described the mathematical view-
point of the rough set theory and applicability of rough
set theory for rule discovery from a decision table. [3]
Introduced two attribute reduction algorithms namely
Johnson’s reduct and the object reduct using feature
weighting technique. Mostly the choice of algorithm used
may be dependent on the data and its attributes [2]. Yao
and Zhao defined a reduct method based on discernibility
matrix simplification [4].

In [5], various applications of rough set concept for han-
dling heterogeneous data involving different data types with
imperfect knowledge was reported by Yaho and Zhao. The
indiscernibility is the mathematical basis of rough set theory
Pawlak [6]. In [7], a scatter- search-rough set attribute reduc-
tion was introduced and the effect of this approach has been
widely studied and tested using some well-known data sets
from the University of California, Irvine (UCI) machine learn-
ing repository. A feature selection approach integrated with
the bee colony was proposed, this method produced minimal
reducts for medical data sets [8].

After pre-processing the raw dataset using rough comput-
ing, the target data has to undergo training using a machine
learning approach to predict the hidden inference. Therefore
this research applies a proven neural computing approach to
enhance the machine learning process. Werbos introduced the
Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) in 1974 [9] and
then popularized by Rumelhart [10]. The adaptability or learn-
ing potential of techniques makes it very useful in problem-
solving for highly nonlinear phenomena [11]. Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) methods, bayesian network and other
data mining approaches are applied for the diagnosis of thy-
roid disease, thyroid malfunction and breast cancer survivabil-
ity diagnosis [12–14]. Feature selection techniques based on
attribute weighting using genetic algorithm, novel feature se-
lection approaches and hybrid systems are applied in heart
disease, liver disorder medical datasets classification
[15–17]. A feed forward back propagation neural network
method was applied for the Prediction of nephritis disease
diagnosis [18]. Artificial neural network structures are suitable
for chest disease diagnosis and can serve as learning based
medical decision support system for assisting the consultants
in their diagnosis decisions [19].

A probabilistic neural network model used for Malignant
mesothelioma disease diagnosis has reported the best classifi-
cation accuracy of 96.30% via three fold cross validation on
the dataset prepared from new patient’s hospital reports of
medicine database from south east region of Turkey [20].
Probabilistic neural networks reported best accuracies on thy-
roid disease diagnosis [21]. Keles and Keles reinstated expert
systems based on artificial intelligences as most widely used
method in clinical system [22].

Related works

As a recent trend data mining and artificial intelligence ap-
proaches are widely adopted in developing clinical decision
support systems [23]. Also, a recent analysis conducted on
hybrid classification systems for heart disease diagnosis using
relief and roughest method has reported improved classification
accuracy of 92.59% for jack-knife cross validation when
trained using reduct set [24]. In [25], extreme learning machine
(ELM) algorithm has been applied to diagnose Erythematous
Diseases. The experimental results revealed that the proposed
ELM model can learn better than any other ANN approaches.
In [26], a study on the diagnosis of Erythemato-Squamous
diseases system based on two data mining techniques, support
vector machine and ANN. The techniques were applied as a
combined confidential weighted voting scheme and attained
the utmost accuracy during the training and testing phases.

A relative analysis of the application of Naive Bayes, J48
decision tree induction and Multilayer Perceptron in medical
diagnosis process and their experimental result indicates
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Naive Bayes as a suitable classifier in diseases diagnosis or
classification process [27]. In [28], a new framework that rep-
resents a comprehensive guideline for selecting suitable algo-
rithms needed for different steps of an automatic diagnostic
procedure for ensuring timely diagnosis of skin cancer has
been described.

An ANN based diseases diagnosis system on predicting
different types of skin diseases and accomplished an accuracy
of 90% [29]. In [30] it is stated that a critical domain relevant
to most of the Medical Diagnosis Decision Systems (MDDSs)
is confirmation, assessment, and unending quality assurance.
In MDDS, precision is being the utmost significant metric to
be evaluated [31, 32].

In [33], a Multilayer Perceptron model has been applied to
evaluate prediction of the seminal quality from the data of the
environmental factors using back propagation algorithm. In
[34], a minimum distance based K-NN classifier was incorpo-
rated to classify the patients based on the attributes collected
frommedical field. The experimental result reported Fuzzy K-
NN classifier as a suitable tool for medical diagnosis when
compared with other parametric techniques.

Materials and methods

The following tasks are identified and implemented to attain
the primary intent of this investigation in modeling ASIC
framework for clinical decision support:

& Collect clinical data set for medical decision support sys-
tem and perform the necessary pre-processing activities
for removing missing values, noisy data (data cleaning)
to attain effective feature selection.

& To investigate different data-driven approaches used in
modeling disease diagnosis, with a specific focus on
breast cancer, fertility analysis and heart disease problems.

& Apply generic data mining approaches to different feature
subsets generated using rough set based feature selection,
its performance and its capability are evaluated regarding
accuracy and misclassification rate.

& Develop an intelligent computing system based diagnostic
system using artificial intelligence to distinguish its per-
formance with the existing data mining methods.

& Evaluate the performance of ASIC framework on the clin-
ical data set and compare with the existing classifiers pre-
diction accuracy.

Data set description

For this study, three clinical data sets have been carefully
chosen from the UCI machine learning repository. Those are
breast cancer, fertility diagnosis and heart disease data set. The

diseases diagnosis considers the specific set of attributes that
describes the symptoms in the human. The metrics used in
representing the attribute values during the process of breast
cancer diagnosis with respect to the classification method is
projected in Table 1. The classifier states whether the patient’s
breast tissue is malignant or benign. The fertility diagnosis
process involves checking the semen quality of a male and
the ASIC framework is subject to predict the quality based on
the specified attributes.

The attributes and the domain values used in the evaluation
of fertility diagnosis are shown in Table 2. It consists of ‘9’
attributes which are subject to feature selection process which
selects the most significant parameters to conduct the predic-
tion or classification process. The heart disease diagnosis pro-
cess makes use of about ‘13’ attributes and the domain values
of each attribute and the type of the values are as in Table 3.
The target data sets used for training and testing the classifi-
cation are reduct sets that consists of significant features or
attributes. This attribute selection is performed in the pre-
processing phase of this ASIC system. The attribute informa-
tion related to breast cancer, semen quality diagnosis and heart
disease are projected in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The breast cancer,
semen quality diagnosis and heart disease attributes are la-
belled as (b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8 and b9); (s1, s2, s3, s4,
s5, s6, s7, s8 and s9) and (h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, h7, h8, h9, h10,
h11, h12 and h13) for representation simplicity.

ASIC system framework

ASIC is designed mainly based on artificial neural network
architecture. The ANN model applied is designed in the form
of a multi-layer perceptron with sigmoid non-linearity activa-
tion function. This adaptive rough evolutionary neuro ap-
proach abridged as ASIC comprises an effective feature selec-
tion approach based on rough and genetic computing

Table 1 Attribute information of Breast Cancer data

Attribute name Domain Missing value

Clump thickness (b1) 1–10 0

Uniformity of cell size(b2) 1–10 0

Uniformity of cell shape (b3) 1–10 0

Marginal adhesion (b4) 1–10 0

Single epithelial cell size (b5) 1–10 17

Bare nucleoli (b6) 1–10 0

Bland chromatin (b7) 1–10 0

Normal nucleoli (b8) 1–10 0

Mitosis (b9) 1–10 0

Class 2 for benign, 0
4 for malignant

Source- UCI repository Irvine
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techniques. The proposed hybrid intelligent systems frame-
work differs from other existing models by coupling three
new-fangled blends of intelligent techniques. The benefits of
rough set and the genetic algorithm approach could identify a

globally optimal input for training the network. The input data
can be one of the factors that may influence the output of the
architecture. Subsequently, a back propagation algorithm is
employed to train neural network architecture [35].

ASIC pre-processing phase

The pre-processing phase identifies the missing values, noisy
data present in the raw data set. Initially, rough set based
feature selection process generates the reduct sets based on
discernibility matrix approach. The subsequent process of
identifying the most significant feature reduct or attribute sub-
set is attained by means of the proposed Application Specific
reduct-selection using Genetic Algorithm (ARGA), based on
novel fitness and the relative fitness functions are determined
using eq. 1 and eq. 2.

Rough computing adopted as input data selection method
identifies the possible ‘n’ reducts set or feature subsets for the
complete feature set. In this ASIC’s pre-processing phase ini-
tial set of reduct generation is accomplished using Rough Set
Exploration system RSES 2.2 [36] and consequently the

Table 2 Attribute information of Fertility data

Attribute name Domain Missing
value

Season (s1) 1, −0.33, 0.33, 1 0

Age (s2) 0–1 0

Childish diseases (s3) 0–1 0

Accident or Serious trauma (s4) 0–1 0

Surgical intervention (s5) 0–1 17

High fevers (s6) 0–1 0

Frequency of alcohol consumption (s7) 0–1 0

smoking habit (s8) 0–1 0

Sitting hours per day (s9) 0–1 0

Class (Diagnosis result) 1 for normal, 0
0 for altered

Source - UCI repository Irvine

Table 3 Attribute information of
Heart disease data Attribute name Data type Domain

Age (Patient age in year) (h1) Numerical 29 to 77

Sex (Gender) (h2) Binary 0 = female

1 = male

Chp (Chest pain type) (h3) Nominal 1 = typical angina,

2 = atypical angina

3 = nonanginal pain,

4 = asymptomatic

Bp (Resting blood pressure) (h4) Numerical 94 to 200

Sch (Serum cholesterol) (h5) Numerical 126 to 564

Fbs (Fasting blood sugar >120mg/dL) (h6) Binary 0 = false

1 = True

Ecg (Resting electrocardiographic result) (h7) Nominal 0 = normal

1 = having ST-Twave abnormality

2 = left ventricular hypertrophy

Mhrt (Maximum heart rate) (h8) Numerical 71 to 200

Exian (Exercise induced angina) (h9) Binary 0 = no

1 = yes

Opk (Old peak) (h10) Numerical Continuous (0 to 6.2)

Slope (Slope of peak exercise ST segment) (h11) Nominal 1 = upsloping

2 = flat

3 = downsloping

Vessel (Number of major vessels) (h12) Nominal 0 to 3

Thal (Defect type) (h13) Nominal 3 = normal, 6 = fixed defect,

7 = reversible defect

Class (Heart disease) Binary 0 = absence,

1 = presence

Source - UCI repository Irvine
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optimal reduct subset selection is achieved using the proposed
ARGA. The breast cancer, fertility diagnosis and heart disease
dataset subject to ASIC pre-processing stage has set of condi-
tional attributes and a decision attribute. The breast cancer
data set consists of nine conditional attributes and one deci-
sion (class) attribute. The decision attribute is a binary class
variable, it exhibits two decision values namely benign (non-
cancerous tumour) and malignant (cancerous tumour) as de-
scribed in Table 1. In case of fertility and heart disease dataset
there are nine and thirteen conditional attributes and one de-
cision attribute representing two possible class variables.

Application Specific reducts selection using Genetic
Algorithm

1. Begin
2. Let {GFs-Rd} be the entire set of reduct sets
3. S = (Sum of all reducts is represented as {GFs-Rd}
4. Encode the input reduct data set in bit string format
5. {

a. Initialize the Initial population
b. P = n
c. Compute the fitness function Ffn(X) of a reduct set
d. Estimate the relative Fitness Function RFfn(x)
e. If RFn(x) ≥ AvgRFn(x) then include the set in to

new population
f. Apply a single point crossover function
g. Implement mutation operation
h. Else ignore
i. P-

6. }
7. Repeat step 4 to 6 until a desired stopping criterion or s =0
8. Return {RFs-Red}
9. Terminate

The complete feature set represented as {b1, b2, b3, b4,
b5, b6, b7, b8, b9} corresponds to the breast cancer attri-
butes, The set of all reducts generated using RSES 2.2
software is represented in a bit-string format as shown
in Table 5 for optimal reduct selection process. From
among the reducts generated for breast cancer dataset,
the sample reduct set {b1, b3, b5, b6, b7} generated using
RSES 2.2 is represented as {1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0} which
is the chromosomal representation of the sample reduct
set. That is, the attributes present in the reduct set is rep-
resented as ‘1’ and least significant attributes that are re-
moved from the complete set is notated as ‘0’, this the
targeted bit string format input for ARGA.

The reduct sets that are subsequently encoded to bit string
format represents the chromosomal format required by the GA
in ARGA approach for optimal reduct selection based on the
relative fitness function as given in eq. 2. Correspondingly the
same procedure is applied on all the reducts sets obtained for

breast cancer, semen quality analysis and heart disease diag-
nosis data set using RSES 2.2. The input reducts dependent
and vary according to the raw input data. From among the
reducts appropriate reduct set is identified using ARGA as
shown in Fig. 1 and 2.The input to ARGA is a reduct set in
the form of bit string format.

Fitnessfunction F xð Þ ¼ Cn1=Bit strlen ð1Þ

RelativeFitnessfunction RFfn xð Þ ¼ Ffn xð Þ=Avg Ffn xð Þ ð2Þ

Where, Cn1 is the total count of ‘1’ bit value in each chro-
mosome, Bit_strlen is the total number of bits in the chromo-
some or bit string length it is constant value of the sample data
set and Avg F(x) is the average of the fitness function.

Breast cancer: reduct, {1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0} and the
corresponding Cn count and the Bit_strlen is [(‘Cn1’ = 5) and
(Bit_strlen = 9)].

Correspondingly, the complete feature set of fertility
and heart disease data set is (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7, s8
and s9) and (h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, h7, h8, h9, h10, h11, h12
and h13). The Bit_strlen is the count of the all features in
the sample da ta . Therefore , fe r t i l i ty d iagnos is
[Bit_str len = 9)] and for heart disease diagnosis
[Bit_strlen = 13)]. Similarly the ‘Cn1’ value is estimated
for all possible reduct sets for breast cancer, fertility diag-
nosis and heart diseases dataset in turn to determine the
relative fitness function. The optimal feature set deter-
mined based on ARGA is used for training the neural
computing based classification model. The optimal
reducts obtained using the proposed ARGA in bit string
format is projected in Table 4 and the corresponding
reducts are shown in Table 5.

The optimal reducts obtained for breast cancer data is
shown in Table 5. Similarly the reduct sets generated for se-
men quality analysis and heart disease using RSES tool is
applied as target input to ARGA to identify the optimal
reducts. These optimal reduct set obtained using ARGA is
used for training the classifiers to predict the diseases and in
turn enable us to identify the significant symptoms for strate-
gic decision making in the next phase.

ASIC – Training and testing phase

The ASIC systems training and testing process is per-
formed using back propagation neural network architec-
ture. In back propagation neural network’s forwarding
phase, the input form is applied, and the desired output
is measured. The estimated error of each neuron is the
differentiation between the targeted and the output
attained. This projected error is consequently used to
modify or adjust the weights in order to minimize the
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error to achieve the desired accuracy. This process is re-
peated until the desired output is achieved with nominal
error. The proposed BPNN based ASIC is implemented in
dot Net environment.

Optimal reducts are set as input to the n-nodes of input
layer. The units of input layer have to forward this information
to all the nodes in the hidden layer. At any hidden node (h), the
data received from all the input nodes and the bias mode of the
input layer are summed up as I1 + I2 + I3 + ...... In + bias. The
proposed design implements sigmoid activation function and
the single neuron in output layer of BPNN outputs the desired
accuracy. Initially, BPNN weights are set to some small ran-
dom numbers between (−1 and +1) or (−0.5 and +0.5).

In forwarding phase, the input pattern is applied, and the
desired output is estimated. The estimated error of each
neuron is the differentiation between the targeted and the
attained accuracy. This estimated error is subsequently
used to modify or adjust the weights in order to minimize
the error to achieve the desired optimal accuracy. Next, the
Output of each neuron is tuned to get closer to its target on
the reverse pass. This process is repeated until the desired
output is achieved with nominal error.

Back propagation neural network algorithm

1. Begin with randomly chosen weights;
2. While MSE is above desired threshold and computational

bounds are not exceeded, do
3. {
4. For each input pattern xp, 1 ≤ p ≤ P,
5. {

a. Compute hidden node inputs;
b. Compute hidden node outputs;
c. Compute inputs to the output nodes;
d. Compute the network outputs;
e. Compute the error between output and desired output;
f. Modify theweights between hidden and output nodes;
g. Modify the weights between input and hidden nodes;
h. }

6. }
7. End-for
8. End-while

Related to this proposed approach, prediction of heart
disease using three classification techniques namely

Data 
Preprocessing

Target Dataset
Feature Selection using 

Rough set  

Deep Learning – BPNN
Training phase

Training 
Clinical Dataset

ASIC - Accuracy Evaluation

Testing
Clinical Dataset

Deep Learning – BPNN
Testing phase

ARGA- Reduct

ASIC: Pre-processing phase

ASIC: Training and testing phase

Fig. 1 ASIC system for clinical
decision support
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Decision Trees, naive bayes and K-nearest neighbour has
reported these classification techniques as significant
tool for medical diagnosis [37]. Similarly, a new algo-
rithm assimilating naive bayes with genetic algorithm
has been used for heart disease diagnosis [38].
Classification tree algorithms are employed in risk as-
sessment of heart failure rate [39]. Correspondingly, sup-
port vector machine is used in Parkinson’s disease pre-
diction [40]. As an advancement of several existing
work the proposed method stabs to identify the signifi-
cant attribute set influencing the classifier performance.

Therefore, this work attempt to train the widely adopted
existing data mining techniques such as naive bayes,
classification tree and back propagation classifiers and
the proposed ASIC in predicting the breast cancer, fer-
tility issues and heart disease.

Results and discussions

The precision rate is the percent of instances that are ap-
propriately classified by the predictive model for the spec-
ified testing and training set by means of ten-fold cross
validation in WEKA [41]. The model accuracy is calcu-
lated as the average error across the ten folds. The key
point of this cross-validation is that it uses every possible
sample for testing, and it can avoid an ill-fated split. The
confusion matrix is an expedient tool for examining how
well a classifier can identify instances of different classes
[35]. Tp and Tn tell us when the classifier attainment is
accurate, while FP and FN covey us the classifier has
wrongly identified the rows or instance. The prediction
accuracy, RMSE value and the misclassification rate is
determined from the confusion matrix of each classifier
during its training and testing phase using WEKA tool.

A confusion matrix is expected as the most relevant mea-
sure for 10-fold cross-validation. A confusion matrix de-
scribes the actual and predicted classification done by each
classifier individually.

Accuracy Rate AcR
� � ¼ Tpþ Tn

Tpþ Tnþ Fpþ Fnð Þ ð3Þ

MisclassificationRate McRð Þ orErrorRate

¼ Fpþ Fn

Tpþ Tnþ Fpþ Fnð Þ ð4Þ

Where, Tp - True positive, Tn - True negative, Fp - False
positive and Fn - False negative.

The false positive rate (Fp) is the percent of negative
cases that were erroneously classified as positive. The true
negative rate (Tn) is defined as the amount of negative

a. Compute fitness function F of a reduct set
b. Compute relative Fitness Function RF

Begin

Yes

Incorporate the set in new population

Initialize GFs-Rd with n feature reducts

Apply crossover and mutation operation 
(single point) on the population

No

Ignore that attribute

Encode reduct sets in bit string format

Return the optimal reduct

End

(n = 0)

Target Input: Decision Table 

Fig. 2 ARGA process flow diagram

Table 4 Reduct in bit string notation

b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9 F(x) RF(x) Positive Region

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0.75 1.25 0.9916

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.75 1.25 0.9932

1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.625 1.04 0.9679

1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.75 1.25 0.9981

0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0.76 1.24 0.9963

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.76 1.24 0.9765

Table 5 Optimal reduct sets generated using ARGA

Reduct Selected reduct set

Optimal reduct (1) {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b7}

Optimal reduct (2) {b1, b2, b3, b5, b6, b7}

Optimal reduct (3) {b1, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7}

Optimal reduct (4) {b1, b3, b5, b6, b7}

Optimal reduct (5) {b2, b3, b4, b5, b7}

Optimal reduct (6) {b3, b4, b5, b6, b7}
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cases that are classified appropriately. The false negative
rate (Fn) is the percent of positive cases that were mistak-
enly classified as negative. The accuracy rate is the per-
cent of instances that are correctly classified by the clas-
sifier for the specified test set is shown in Table 6. The
root mean squared error (RMSE) is shown in Table 7. The
incorrectly classified instances determine the error rate or
misclassification rate of the classifier is projected in
Table 8.The learning models are evaluated based on the
measures in eq. (3 to 4).

The accuracy (AcR) is the percent of the sum of pre-
dictions that were true. It is estimated using the eq. (3).
Table 6, presents the accuracy attained by the proposed
backpropagation neural network (BPNN approach incor-
porated in ASIC) and existing classification techniques
for breast cancer, fertility and heart disease diagnosis.
RMSE represents the sample standard deviation of vari-
ous classifiers and the differences between predicted and
observed values for the same sample dataset. Table 7,
presents the root mean squared error reported by the
proposed backpropagation neural network (BPNN ap-
proach incorporated in ASIC) and existing classification
techniques for disease breast cancer, fertility and heart
disease diagnosis.

Table 8, presents the percentage of wrongly classified in-
stances or misclassification rate of the proposed
backpropagation neural network (BPNN approach incorporat-
ed in ASIC) and existing classification techniques for disease
breast cancer, fertility and heart disease diagnosis. The error
rate of a classifier ‘C’ is (1- accuracy rate C) and it is also
computed as in eq. 4. All the classifiers projected in the
Tables 6, 7 and 8 make use of same sample dataset for this
investigation. The breast cancer, fertility (semen quality analy-
sis) diagnosis and heart disease sample dataset used for the
purpose of investigating this clinical decision support system
are obtained from the University of California at Irvine (UCI)
machine learning repository. The accuracy attained by existing
and proposedASICmodel is visualized in Fig. 3.These types of
decision support systems would certainly have demanding ap-
plication in future medical practices to avoid late detection and
loss money if the patient has no negative result (no disease).
Thus these expert decision support systems can be presented as
an additional service to existing policies of integrated care for
chronic-disease management [42].

The research conducted by Chaurasia and Pal to pre-
dict breast cancer using rep tree and radial basis function
(RBF) network reported 74.5% accuracy and their studies
stated that this model can produce fast automatic diag-
nostic results for other diseases [43]. Wherein the
existing classifiers and the proposed system outperformed
the work reported previously.The comparative analysis of
various classification algorithms on diagnosis of type 2
diabetes in Iran conducted by Heydair et al. reported
accuracy rate of 81.19%,95.03%, 90.85%, and 91.60%
for support vector machine, decision tree, 5-nearest
neighbor, and Bayesian network correspondingly. The re-
sults of their simulations revealed that the efficiency of
classification techniques depends on the dataset used
[44]. Similarly a hybrid prediction model attained classi-
fication accuracy of 92.38% for type-2 diabetic patient’s
diagnosis. The performance of the proposed method was

Table 7 RMSE of proposed ASIC Vs Existing Classifiers

Classifier - Model Breast
Cancer

Fertility
diagnosis

Heart
disease

Random Forest 0.38 0.38 0.38

Bayesian Network 0.41 0.41 0.41

Decision Tree 0.38 0.38 0.38

Voted Perceptorn 0.32 0.32 0.32

Naive Bayes 0.36 0.36 0.36

Radial Basis Function 0.34 0.34 0.34

Proposed ASIC - BPNN 0.31 0.31 0.34

Table 8 Misclassification rate of proposed ASIC Vs Existing
Classifiers

Classifier - Model Breast
Cancer

Fertility
diagnosis

Heart
disease

Random Forest 0.1773 0.1873 0.1873

Bayesian Network 0.1583 0.2083 0.2093

Decision Tree 0.1573 0.1193 0.1893

Voted Perceptorn 0.1418 0.1718 0.1520

Naive Bayes 0.2211 0.2111 0.2121

Radial Basis Function 0.1466 0.1766 0.1476

Proposed ASIC - BPNN 0.0469 0.0233 0.0696

Table 6 Accuracy (%) of proposed ASIC Vs Existing Classifiers

Classifier - Model Breast
Cancer

Fertility
diagnosis

Heart
disease

Random Forest 82.27 81.27 81.27

Bayesian Network 84.17 79.17 79.07

Decision Tree 84.27 88.07 81.07

Voted Perceptorn 85.82 82.82 84.82

Naive Bayes 77.89 78.89 78.79

Radial Basis Function 85.34 82.34 85.24

Proposed ASIC - BPNN 95.31 97.61 93.04
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evaluated based on sensitivity and specificity perfor-
mance measures [45].

Conclusion

The computational intelligence approaches have been
applied in the medical field, which incorporated both
knowledge representation tools and algorithms that per-
form the diagnosis. This study presents the analysis of
the results obtained from ASIC focusing on the metrics
that estimate the overall accuracy, root mean square er-
ror, misclassification rate, specificity and sensitivity of
the system with other existing data mining techniques.
Among the existing classifiers probabilistic based naive
bayes approach has reported low accuracy rate on all the
clinical data set of this study. Similarly bayesian net-
work model attained low accuracy on semen quality
analysis and heart disease diagnosis. The experimental
result shows that the reduct set {b1, b3, b5, b6, b7},
{s2, s3, s4, s6, s7, s9} and {h1, h3, h5, h6, h7, h10, h11}
of breast cancer, semen quality analysis and heart dis-
ease achieves improved classification accuracy. The out-
come reveals the proposed ASIC system superior to
existing data mining methods.

Therefore these observational results conclude that assim-
ilating one or more intelligent techniques (hybrid computing)
may report better outcome than the generic learning algo-
rithms. Artificial neural network based ASICwith an accuracy
rate of 97.61% model has outperformed with semen quality
analysis data set. As quantified before, the results confirm that
the system would be a good acquaintance for specialists,
where the system can suggest diagnoses and the therapeutic
specialists can confirm the same to the patients.
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